Ascended Master
The demon "Butcherbird" is one that seizes the soul to go about
to malign another. This can be of patterns of behavior to be researching
what others said, or to be "finding dirt." It is an obsession to practice
witchcraft or the labeling of another. It is a belittling of another whether
they be in embodiedment or not, whether they be someone they know, it
matters not. It is that one might feel a sense of greater ease at knowing
that one is a better person than another.
The demon uses another's name to "trash" that their own sense of
self that is then elevated. One needs to find ones self-image in Christ
not in human events. These identify a person by events, not by the
Christ Light, or in seeking the Christ Light.
You might say that those in the Novitiate building at Camelot who
went into Mother Mary's chapel throughout the day who ascended have
the opposite behavior. They went in there to see who was there to be in
trouble. They prayed for them. If they happened to be their friend, they
would go and talk to them and say, "Is there something bothering you?
How can I help?" These unascended ascended masters you know would
give the same advice "study the teachings, go to decrees" and that
would be the end of their involvement, they did what they were
supposed to do.
It is like the Catholic chela who is a candidate to the ascension
who keeps a ongoing to-do list to pray for others. She thinks that if she
has done her usual round of prayers for a person, she crosses them off
her list, she does not think about it again. She considers that they are
on their list that was a directive that "Mother Mary told me to pray for
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them." It is an impersonal action, she has nothing to do with their lives,
it is none of her business as she sees it.
These might do well to erect an altar and go to Mother Mary
herself and ask, what would you like me to do with each of the names in
which they are obsessed and begin to make a to-do list no differently to
adopt these as new behaviors.
Butcherbird is found in those who are the fallen angels from
Atlantis and Suern who use the drugs to take on a sharp tongue who
see those of the society as "squares" and speak despairingly about
what society has over time built up. These do not respect authority,
neither do they work to painfully sculpt a better reality. Under drugs,
they will use hate language that cause others to leave them alone.
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